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Abstract

Pinggan Village, Kintamani, Bangli, Bali is one of the ancient villages in Bali, located behind Mount 
Batur and below the Penulisan Hill. This village is flanked by hills above the Penulisan Hill and below 
it is also a transverse hill. It seen from the shape of its village that is hilly.
The population still shows the identity of Bali Mula (Made, Nyoman), there almost no quarter group 
(Majapahit influence). The livelihood system of most of the population is mostly rice field farmers, fields 
including planting chili, tomatoes, carrots, cabbage, squash, vegetables and others.
The shape of the house is still traditional with bamboo roofs, walled bamboo, wood, asbestos or tile, 
but lately there have been changes. The system of customary marriage (ritual) peace (madik) which 
prioritizes worship at home and in the temple of Dadia. The holy day includes kajeng kliwon, anggara 
kasih, tumpek keliwon following the Balinese calendar.
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1. Introduction

The geographical location of Pinggan Village, Kintamani, Bangli is in the mountain where the 
land system is hilly. There is a Penulisan Hill on it, which also has a Hindu temple called Penulisan 
Hill Temple. Pinggan Village is still downward from the Penulisan hill to the east (valley). Viewed 
from the village, there is a highway but it is dead end. There is another way also heading to Singaraja 
(Tejakula).

Seen from the topography, the land in this village is hilly, so are the hills around it. There are village 
temples and wantilan, elementary and junior high schools. The society levels in the Pinggan Village are 
mostly jaba (I Made, Nyoman). Most of the livelihoods of the people there are farmers, traders, laborers, 
teachers, employees of the housing and others.

Seen from the house where they lives, in one yard there are two families, which consist of father 
and child families. If there are three families, the third family will be made a house in another place by 
mutual cooperation. In one yard there are several houses. Usually the one that is still intact is two houses 
facing the front facing each other, which lived by the family of father and his child.

1.1 Ritual / Ceremony Aspects

The direction of holiness for the people of the village is kaja-kelod (north-south) north means holy 
and south means not holy / sor. North is indicated by the Penulisan Hill (north) and southern valley (sor) 
because Pinggan Village is below located (sor). The holy place of the Pinggan Village community is in 
each yard each house which has a sanggah cucuk called sanggah karang that made of wood, in worshiping 
Lord Wisnu it is used for daily worship. There is a sanggah (holy place) which is merajan / a place of 
worship with family member (called dadia) located in the middle of the family (resident’s house) which 
serves group worship. There is Pelinggih Dewa Dalem in the upstream area only if they have twins and 
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die. There are bale banjar, wantilan, and village temples. The grand ceremony for the people in Pinggan 
Village includes kajeng keliwon, angarakasih, and tumpek keliwon. For the full moon and tilem there are 
ceremonies and offerings in the village temple. Galungan and Kuningan are very simple, there are only 
canang rituals in merajan (banten danda), tumpeng alit (ajumanipeneh), and kukusan.

The mutual cooperation system is still strong in terms of rituals, social work (community service), 
ngayah (obligations that must be carried out without strings attached). Mutual cooperation when there 
are ceremonies and ngelawar (cooking food made of a mixture of vegetables and minced meat), and help 
making homes for the new families.

1.2 Aspects of Tradition and Marriage

Marriage models in families in Pinggan Village are a men can marry a women from the same 
village or from the outside of the village. A women live in men’s homes after marriage, in one yard 
there can only be two families, that are father’s family and family children. It is not permissible in one 
yard to live three families, so if there is a third family in the family, a house must be made in another 
place. Ngerorod and melegandang marriage is not permitted. Marriage that is highly favored is that both 
families agree or marriage between a man and a woman are happy to accept it.

1.3 Aspects of Community Work

In Pinggan Village, the dry rice fields (moor) in Denpasar area are called abian subak which are 
planted including corn, tomatoes, onions, vegetables, chili, cabbage, coffee, long beans, cloves, and 
others. Agricultural organizations are called subak tegalan because it is no needs water at all. There are 
a number of people who are employees of the village office, some teenagers work in cities such as in 
Nusa Dua Hotel, there are traders, laborers and others. Aspects of mutual cooperation are still strong in 
this village, such as ehen making a family home, when there is a marriage ceremony, when someone 
death and others. There are already modern facilities in this village, such as televisions, cell phones, 
motorbikes, cars and other transportation.

2. Suburban Village Ethnology

This data is sourced from village’s profile reports. Pinggan Village, Kintamani, Bangli, Bali, 
2013. Ethnology includes natural and community potential, water resources, public space / parks, 
human resources, traditional houses, village government institutions, economic institutions, customary 
institutions, government institutions, transportation facilities, communication facilities, and village 
potential.

2.3 Potential of Nature and Society

The distance from Pinggan Village to Bangli is taken in one hour, the distance of the city to the 
district is 12 km and the distance from Denpasar (province) is 40 km. The family ownership of 100 
families, ownership of each family between 1.5 - 5 ha as many as 30 families. Land in the village planted 
with chilli covered 30 ha, onions 21 ha, houses 10 ha, lime 10 ha, there are 5 ha protected forest and 2 
ha damaged. The life of the people mostly are as the breeders by raising the cows as much 2.500, 70 
pigs and 5.000 chickens. The availability of animal feed is 10 ha, fields are 15 ha, livestock products are 
marketed to the animal market, or sold through middlemen.

2.2 Clean Water Resources

There are 20 water springs in Pinggan Village, 10 dug wells, 50 rain tanks, only one river which 
sometimes has turbid water.
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2.3 Public Space / Parks

The area of the village park is 900 m2, the village land area is 5,000 m2, and the customary land 
is 1,750 m, so the total area is 1,753,900 m2.

2.4 Human Resources

S1 education / equivalent as many as 35 people and S2 / equivalent is only 1 person. The average 
margin is as follows:
Job Male Female
Civil servant 112 1
Mechanic 3
Indonesian National Army 12
Police 5
Pensionary 2
Small / medium entrepreneurs 30
Architecture 1
Artist 1

2.5 Roof of Houses

a)  Bamboo roof 200 houses
  Zinc roof 170 houses
  Roof of asbestos 155 houses
  Roof tile 57 houses
b) House floors
  Land 180 houses
  Ceramic 205 houses
  Cement 50 houses
c) Home walls
  House walls 310 houses
  Wood 20 houses
  Bamboo 200 houses

2.6 Institutional Potential

Government agencies consist of 7 government officials, including the village head, head of 
government affairs, head of development affairs, head of public welfare affairs, head of general affairs, 
head of financial affairs and staff. There is another called village apparatus called BPD, consisting of the 
chairman, deputy and secretary.

2.7 Economic Institutions

Economic institutions include 1 unit savings and loan cooperatives, consisting of administrators and 
members of 3 people. Besides that, there are 2 units of gas and oil retailers, 3 people tailor / embroidery 
business, 3 people electronic servicer, and 5 people traditional massage / treatment.

2.8 Customary Institutions

It is consisting of custom stakeholder and traditional administrators. Types of customary activities 
include:

a. Customary meeting
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b. Customary sanctions
c. Traditional wedding ceremony
 d. Death ceremony 
e. Birth ceremony
f. Traditional ceremony of planting
g. Ceremony of processing natural resources
h. House building ceremony

2.9 Security Institutions

It is consisting of 31 civil defense officers and 1 environmental security post.

2.10 Transportation Facilities

Consisting only of 10 trucks.

2.11 Communication and Information Facilities

The number of televisions are 200 units and satellite 20 units.

2.12 Village Potential

It includes corn plants, onions and vegetables.
 

3. Plan the Road and Shape of Houses in Pinggan Village

The following is a plan for the traditional village house that is still traditional and old and also the 
village road (see plan 1).

The Pinggan road, lined up from the North to the South of the Perbekel office, Bale Banjar, there 
is a temple, several houses in one yard, a place of worship in front of the house, sanggah cucukan, the 
house facing the yard is an alley (small road). This plan is clarified with Figure 1 and Figure 1b
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Description of Plan 2
Saka 6 house, lined up with 2,2,2
Saka 9 house, lined up 3,3,3
Saka 12 house, lined up with 4,4,4
Saka house 6 functions for sleeping, kitchen, and holy place.
Saka 9 functions for the kitchen, holy place, sleeping and place to put the 
dead body before being burned or buried.
Saka 12 is called a complete house because there is a holy place, a bed, a 
kitchen, place to put the dead body before being burned or buried, and a 
family place (tamiu)

Figure 1. Roads and neighborhoods in 
Pinggan Village. Pinggan Village which 
has terraces and looks downhill. On the 
right and left the houses are lined with 
walls.

Captions Figure 1 and 1b
In this place there are still original residences that are lined up two-two in large numbers. In this 

house there is a kinship system between father and son. In one yard there are only 2 houses facing each 
other, namely for one kinship, namely the family of father and child. Here the whole house is occupied 
by several families, which have no kinship (father-son). One family has only two houses facing each 
other in one yard. In one yard there is sanggah (cukcuk) made of wood for yajnya sesa which is located 
in the middle of the yard.

Generally, the shape of the house is in the form of pyramid. The shape of the house like this model 
is also found in mountainous areas in Bali, such as in the village of Sekardadi, Bangli. The type of house 
based on the number of pillars is called Bale Saka 6, Saka 9, Saka 12. Below is a floor plan of Saka 6, 
Saka 9, and Saka 12.

Figure 1b. Bamboo roofs and bamboo walls 
on traditional houses. One of the traditional 
houses of the village as prototypical. Saka 
6 pillars, gedeg wall and bamboo roof. The 
house also has a porch and ground floor.

This is reinforced by the shape of the Saka 6 house 

(Figure 2) House with a bamboo roof and 
bamboo walls. 
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Floor plan 3
Bale Saka 12 is called a complete house, because there is a holy 
place of kaja kangin (northeast), bedroom kaja kauh (northwest), 
kitchen place kelod kauh (southwest), place seda (place of corpse) 
kelod kangin (southeast)

Figure 3. Saka 9 house, House with bamboo 
roofs and wooden walls

Figure 4. Saka 12 house, House with bamboo 
roof

Below is the position of the bedroom, kitchen, and place to put the dead body in the house (Bale Saka 
12) as follows:

Figure 5. Bedroom Figure 6. Pray room

Figure 7. Ceiling
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Figure description 9 a b
Front view: Roofs of petung bamboo gedek; Saka wood; Saka 12; 10m length; - 5m height; 5-6 m width; 
ground floor; there is a porch.

Side view:
From the side of the land there are still around 7 original traditional houses of Saka 6, 9 and 12 in 
Pinggan Village. The other houses have been modified.

Figure 8. Shape of the original 
house.

Figure 9a. Front view Figure 9b. Side view

Figure 10. House with bamboo roofs, a zinc 
porch, and a front wall

Figure 11. House with bamboo roof, zinc emperor, 
front wall, and zinc roof

Figure 12. House with bamboo roof, zinc and 
walls

Figure 13. House with bamboo roof, zinc, wall
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 Home Modifications
Changes began in the 70-80s, especially the walls and roof. There are houses that are more than • 
a hundred years old. There are around 7 of it.
Because of the changing times, brick walls were made.• 
It’s hard to find bamboo and replaced with wood, a roof with zinc or asbestos walls with • 
brick.

Description of the house that has been modified is found in certain parts of the house. Type 1 of traditional 
houses in Pinggan Village have characteristics below:
- Roof of bamboo
- Walls of wood or partial walls
- Created a wall between the front house (amben)

Type 2 of traditional houses in Pinggan village have characteristics below:
- Roof of zinc / asbestos / bamboo
- There is a wall on the front (amben)
- The back side is fixed / closed

Type 3: Traditional houses in Pinggan village with various changes to the parts of modern house: 
- The roof has been changed from zinc / asbestos
- Brick walls / walls are like modern houses (looks only)

The function of the traditional house in Pinggan village can be explained as follows:
1. Social Function
- Meeting place for families of father, wife, children
- Daily activities as social beings
- Residence, kitchen and bedroom
- Shelter and receive guests
- In a broader context, work together in the village and other social activities
- The culture of managing water from its source to homes has 4 people, etc.

2. The function of religion / ritual
- Place of prayer because there is a holy place
- The holy place in natah for everyday (sanggah cucuk)
- Holy place in the house
- Place of death of family members
- There are pelinggih dalem for who have twins and died
- Holy days are like in merajan for extended family relations

Figure 14. House with bamboo roof, zinc, wall Figure 15. Modern house
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3. Economic function
- Economic activities such as storing water with barrel, rice, agricultural products such as coffee, food, 
Japanese, corn, tomatoes and others.
- Selling agricultural products at the local level or outside the region.
- Selling cattle and pigs.

4. Environmental functions
- The soil is fertile, the air is cool so that various vegetable plants grow well.
- Like mountainous areas, it often rains and fogs.
- Maintenance of cattle and pigs to protect the agricultural ecosystem and its environment.

5. Function of Cultural Transformation
Various traditions and habits in the family are revealed, taught, passed on to children. Also passed on 
science, socio-cultural systems and rituals from generation to generation.

6. Aesthetic Functions
The house looks overall beautiful, classic and unique from the typical Balinese traditional house of 
ancient times. It looks like a bamboo roof cut into pieces arranged and neat. The look of the pillars and 
the walls of the house from bamboo or wood in a simple form (knitted) characterized traditional houses 
in mountain villages, and their ancient shape.

List of informants
Informants from Pinggan Village
Num. Name Age Job Origin
1 Parta 26 Farmer Pinggan Village
2 Wayan Sudipa 33 Farmer Pinggan Village
3 Made Seden 45 Headman Pinggan Village
4 Ketut Janji 50 Village Leader Pinggan Village
5 Nyoman Mustika 33 Farmer Pinggan Village
6 Mangku Nuja 80 Shaman Pinggan Village
7 Mangku Sudarma 46 Pemangku Pinggan Village
8 Winasih 40 Seller Pinggan Village
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